In the article by Criqui et al, which appeared in the July 2014 issue of the journal (Arterioscler Thromb Vasc Biol. 2014;34:1574–1579. DOI: 10.1161/ATVBAHA.114.303268), a correction was needed.

In the Figure, there are errors in the legend. The first category, “AAC 0–50% or CAC 0–50%” is correct. The other 4 categories all have the word “or” where the word “and” should be used in order for them to be mutually exclusive categories. Thus, the remaining categories should read as follows: “AAC 51–75% and CAC 51–75%,” “AAC 51–75% and CAC 76–100%,” “AAC 76–100% and CAC 51–75%,” and “AAC 76–100% and CAC 76–100%.”

The authors apologize for the error.

The online version of the article has been corrected and is available at http://atvb.ahajournals.org/content/34/7/1574.
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